Your Story, Your Impact

Lack of access to healthcare is unacceptable. Share your experiences and concerns with legislators, addressing topics such as doctor shortages, excessive waiting times, or other issues you face. Your stories will contribute to building a better healthcare system in NM. Make access to healthcare a priority for legislators and improve conditions for all patients!

To find the your legislators, scan the QR Code or visit:

https://www.nmlegis.gov/members/find_my_legislator
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Every Voice Shapes Healthcare in New Mexico!

New Mexico deserves better access to medical care. Use your voice to tell legislators about the need for more providers or other issues affecting healthcare. Scan the QR code to find your legislators and make a change today. Help make healthcare a top legislative issue in NM!

To find your legislators, scan the QR code or visit:
https://www.nmlegis.gov/members/find_my_legislator
Healthcare in New Mexico!

New Mexico deserves better access to medical care. Use your voice to tell legislators about the need for more providers or other issues affecting healthcare. Scan the QR code to find your legislators and make a change today. Help make healthcare a top legislative issue in NM!
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Unacceptable Waiting Times in NM!

Tired of waiting 6 months for a medical appointment in New Mexico? Your voice matters! Advocate for change by voicing your concerns about waiting times, the need for more providers, and the overall state of healthcare in NM. Scan the QR code to find your legislators and share your concerns. Let your voice make a difference in healthcare access!

To find your legislators, scan the QR code or visit:

https://www.nmlegis.gov/members/find_my_legislator
Advocate for change by voicing providers, and the overall state of healthcare in NM. Let your voice make a difference in healthcare access!
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Your Voice, Your Health

Speak up for better healthcare in NM! Contact your legislators about waiting times, doctor shortages, and other crucial issues. Be a part of the change that improves conditions for patients across the state. Scan the QR code to find your legislators and share your concerns.
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